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Abstract
　　　　　　The　fbcus　of　this　short　empirical　paper　is　to　provide　an　insight　into　environmental
pollution　caused　by　occupational　practices　associated　with　the　recycling　comput6rs．　The
article　examines　the　impact　that　the　UK　Environmental　Policy，　Waste　of　Electrical　and
Electronic　Equipment（WEEE）Regulation　has　had　on　three　organisations　involved　in
computer　recycling　services．　Evidence　gained　from　the　field　research　highlights　how
cQmpliance　with　the　Regulation　gives　little　motiva血on　to　encourage　a　change　in　practice　that
takes　into　account　environmental　risks．　In　the　following　discussion　we　show　how　govemment
血tervenUon　may　reduce　risks　to止e　natural　environrnent　but　in　reality血e　applica廿on　of‘best
practice’st且1　presents　hidden　dangers．
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lntroduction
　　　　　　　Since　the　late　1980／1990s　the　increase　alld　reliance　on　Information　Communication
Technologies（ICTs）has　generated　a　new　type　of　waste　stream　called　e－waste．　This
waste　stream　is　seen　to　be　one　of　the　fastest　growing　worldwide　at　3・5　％per　annum
（lndustry　Councii　Electronic　Recycling，2004；Schluep　et　al．，2009），　moreover　ICT’s　contain
materials　that，　without　proper　care，　are　harmful　to　the　environment．　The　implication　of　this
development　is　that　e－waste　has　become　one　of　the　most　significant　waste　streams　compared
to　other　types　of　waste，　In　2003　the　European　Union（EU）responded　to　this　enVironmental
concern　and　mandated　the　Waste　of　Electronic　and　Electrical　Equipment（WEEE）Directive．
WEEE　aims　to　control　electrical　and　electronic　waste　through　the　promotion　of　reducing，
reuse，　recycling　and　recovery．　The　long－term　objective，　of　this　initiative，　is　to　change　waste
into　a　resource　that　can　be　reused　in　production　processes（Waste　Directive，1975，2006；
Commission　of　the　European　Committees，2005）．　Changing　waste　into　a　resource　aids　the
protection　and　preservation　of　the　natUral　environment　and　its　resources．
　　　　　　　Scholarly　research　exploring　the　environmental　risks　associated　with　computer
disassembly　practices　typically　focuses　on　workers　operating　in　developing　cotmtries（eg．
Puckett　2006）and　cals　for　a　historical　analysis　of　governance（e．g．　PeUow　2007）or　assistance
with　developing　safer　recycling　infrastructures（e．g．　Bandyopadhyay　2008）．　To　date，　within
the　UK　there　has　been　limited　research　investigating　the　local　enactment　of　computer
waste　practices．　In　order　to　explore　the　environmental　risks　the　paper　is　broken　down　into
廿1e　following　sections；且rst　a　brief　overview　of　one　of　the　key　themes　in　e－waste　literature
－working　in　hazardous　environments－and　the　UK　WEEE　Regulation．　Next　the　method
and　field　sites　are　introduced　before　proceeding　on　to　the　UK　computer　disposal　practices．
且aving　outlined廿1e　disposal　methods　the　paper　concludes　by　reflecting　upon　the　impact　the
WEEE　Regulation　has　had　in　the　three　organisations　in　the　UK　computer－recycling　business．
Hazardous　working　environments　and　WEEE
　　　　　　　In　this　section　a　brief　ouUine　is　given　of　the　academic　debates　that　focus　on　the
theme　of‘hazardous　working　environments’from　the　e－waste　literature　befor6　moving
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forward　to　provide　a　background　on　the　UK　WEEE　Regulation．　These　theorists　assert　that
the　disposal　of　E－waste　is　complex．　The　chemical　composition　determines　what　process
the　item　follows　e．g．　whether　it　is　reused．　The　range　of　practices　begins　with　sorting，
testing，　maintenance　and　repair，　smelting，　recycling，　hazardous　waste　disposal　through　to
incineration（Kell　2009）．　There　is　a　wealth　of　literature　that　focuses　on　workers　who　are
adopting　practices　that　pollute　themselves　and　those　around　them　due　to　working　in　unsafe
recycling　i㎡rastructures（Argarwal　and　Wandkhade，2006；Puckett　2006；Puckett　et　al．，　2002；
Iles，2004；Nnorom　and　Osibanjo，2008；Ye　et　aL，2009）．　The　exportation　of　e－waste　occurs
because　of　the　cheaper　labour　cost　involved　i　1　the　extraction　of　reusable　material（lles，2004；
ibid；Puckett　et　a1．，2002；Nnorom　and　Osibanjo，2008）．　The　volume　of　waste　produced　has
resulted　in　an　imbalance　of　the　associated　environmental　risks．　There　are　often　calls　for
more　stringent　measure　by　governments　to　enforce　best　practice（lles　2004）or　create　less
complex　legislation（Bandyopadhay，2008），　the　creation　of‘safer’recycling　infrastructures
（Wang　et　al．2012）and／or　corporations　to　be　held　in　account　as　they　either　manufacture　or
generate　e－waste（Girardet，　2008）．　But　what　appear　to　be　lacking　within　the　commelltary　are
studies，　within　the　UK　at　least，　that　acknowledge　the　unique　qualities　surrounding　waste．
　　　　　　　As　explained　above　the　UK　Government　transposed　the　WEEE　Directive　into　UK
law　in　2006．　It　is　helpful　to　outline　the　relationship　between　the　EU　and　UK　law，　as　some
of廿1e　activities　involved　in　the　UK　Regulation　are　drawn　upon　explanations　from　the　EU．
WEEE　has　different　articles　detailing　the　actions　required　by　actors　involved　in　the　disposal
of　Electronic　and　Electrical　Equiprnent（EEE）．　The　articles　outline　the　scope，　define　words，
encourage　sustainable　product　design，　the　process　of　separating　e－waste　from、other　streams，
the　treatment，　finance，　information　and　reports　required　and　the　process　of　inspection　and
monitoring．　WEEE　legislation　reinforces　the　waste　hierarchy（reuse，　recycling　and　recovery）
and　provides　the　defirゴtions　for　reuse　in　terms　of　refurbishing　or　repairing　the　product　as　it
was　originally　intended（WEEE　Directive，2003）．　Recycling　is　taken　to　be　reprocessing　the
item　for　use　in　the　original　or　new　production　process。
　　　　　　　Due　to　the　size　and　complexity　of　these　laws　we　shall　focus　on　one　aspect，　namely，
the　recovery　process　that　is　detailed　in　the　1975　Waste　Directive　Annex　IIB　and　includes
reference　to　specific　chemical　components　and　their　transportation，　storage　and　extraction．
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　　　　　　　Not　only　do　actors　involved　in　the　WEEE　Directive　have　to　consider　the　trans正ation
of　the　speci丘ed　articles　they　have　to　include　the　additional　amexes　from　other　legislation
e．g．　the　Waste　Directive　19750r　the　Hazardous　Waste　Direc廿ve　1991．　For　the　recovery　of
equipment　those　responsible　have　to　consider　the　Waste　Directive　and　the　thirteen　points　on
how　to　recover　each　of　the　materials　contained　in　the　computer．
　　　　　　　Withkl　the　UK　the　WEEE　has　been　translated　into　a　regulation　as　a　mechanism
to　control　the　conduct　of　those　engaged血EEE．　The　Regulation　is　broken　into　different
parts　each　section　outl血ing　the　responsibilities　of　the　di丘／erent　actor　groups　e．9．　producer
obhga廿ons，　approved　treatment　facMties　obligation，　exporters　and　UK　Government
Recovery　is　seen　at　the　bottom　of　the　waste　hierarchy（Gosney，　2009）and　is　defined　as：
“’窒?モ盾魔?窒凵fmeans　any｛ゾ’he　applicable　operations　provided　in　Annex　IIB　to　Directive
75／t442∠EEC　1’〃Z3窟㎜Cπ昭197ごワ”eWEEE　Directivθ，2003，　p．37／2　7）．
　　　　　　　Recovery　includes　the　recycling　of　certain　materials　contained　within　computers
with　an　overview　of　the　type　of　operations　required　in　the　recovery　process　as　def血ed　in　the
1975Waste　Direc廿ve　Annex　HB．　Those　opera廿ons　included　storage　and　recovery　of　some
of　the　to）dc　and　renewable　resoμrces　e．g．　metals，　solvents，　acid，　etc．，　without　endangering
operatives　working　in　these　fields　or　causing　environmental　degradation．　Within　the　UK
waste　is　managed　through　a　hcensing　system．　In　order　to　undertake　computer　recovery
operations　organisations　offering　waste　services　have　to　obtain　the　necessary　permits
as　outlined　in　the　2007　Pollution　Prevention　and　Control（PPC）and　Waste　Management
Licensing（WML）．
Research　method　and　field　sites
　　　　　　　The　stUdy　reported　here　was　carried　out　over　a　two－year　period　between　2008　and
2010，within　three　organizations　that　provide　computer－recycling　services．　The　empirica1
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research　was　based　upon　action　research　spec田cally　wi廿1in　the　interpretive　paradigm．　This
framework　of　ideas　recognises　that　we　are　part　of　interconnected　systems　that　are　highly
complex　and　situations　are’messy’（Ackro丘，1971，　Checkland　1999）．　The　study　fbnowed　the
trajectory　of　a　computer　through　the　subjective　experience　of　the　participant　orgar亘sations
（Czarniawska　2004）．　Data　was　collected　in　three　ways；interviews，　participant　observation
and　the　organization’s　documentation．　Interviews　were　carried　out　with　interview
times　ranging　between　ten　minutes　to　two　and　half　hours．　Additionally，　where　possible，
organization　tours　were，　arranged　to　follow　the　trajectory　of　the　computer，　and　time　was
spent　workmg　in　one　organisation　to　gain且rst－hand　experience　of　computer　as　waste．
　　　　　　　Because　of　the　volume　of　data　generated，　and　the　aim　of　the　study　focusing　on　the
interpretation　and　translation　of　the　UK　WEEE　RegUlation　in　computer　recycling　practice，
the　data　was　examined　to　establish　common　accounts　and　organised　using　Atlas．ti．　The　data
was　analysed　twice，丘rst　against　the　UK　WEEE　Regulation　activities　relevant　to　computer
recovery　practices　and　second　for　the　theme　relating　to　hazardous　working　environments．
The　field　sites
　　　　　　　The　field　sites，　which　are　given　pseudonyms　in　this　article，　included　businesses
that　provide　services　and　advice　to　corporations，　govemments，　and　consumers　on　effective
methods　of　the　disposal　of　computers．　Below，　table　1．2　is　an　overview　of　the　names　of　the
organizations，　types　and　services　they　offer．
　　　　　　　These　organizations　fall　into　three　distinct　groups；those　that　operate　computer
recycling，　asset　recovery　and　management．　One　of　the　organizations　offered　computer
disassembly　and　component　recycling　services．　Metals　Ltd　are　a　family　operated　private
and　charitable　enterprise　that　has　been　trading　in　scrap　metal　since　1961，　In　1998　the
organization　expanded　their　portfolio　to　include　WEEE　recycling．　At　the　time　of　the
research　they　employed　120　people　and　22　work　in　the　ICT　waste　operations　section．
The　corporate　side　offers　recycling，　carbon　reduction，　training，　commercial　space　and
manUfacturing　services．
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Table　2：The　UK　computer　recycling　organisations．
　　　　　　　Moneyback　Services　Ltd　started　life　in　1991　as　a　three－man　operation　auctioning
computers　from　a　garage　and　is　now　one　of　the　European　leaders　for‘end－of－life’ICT
management．　The　organization　is　the　UK’s　largest　Asset　Recovery　Business　employing
over　200　members　of　staff．　At　the　time　of　this　research　Moneyback　Services　had　444
contracts，　processed　15　million　ICT　items　and　tumover　of？25　million．　The　enterprise　offers
legally　compliant　solutions　that　generate　economic　value　from　the　ICT　equipment　for　their
clients　and　manage　the　process．　Moneyback　Services　Ltd’s　core　services　are　value　return，
refurbishment，　redeployment，　reuse　components，　data　eradication　and　recycling．
　　　　　　　Planetwaste　Ltd　is　a　multinational　organization　and　has　ot丘ces　in　42　countries．　Since
1990Planetwaste　Ltd　has　operated　in　the　UK　employing　12ρ00　people．　The　UK　branch，
of　Planetwaste　Ltd，　offer　services　in　integrated　waste　management　systems　and　recycling．
The　business　is　focused　on　environmental　services．　Specific　to　WEEE　the　organization
offers　compliance　and　collection　services　to　corporations，　Local　Authority　and　residents，
They　currently　hold　both　Corporate　and　Local　Authority　contracts　in　electronic　waste
management．
The　UK　WEEE　Regulation　and　local　enactment　of　working　practices
ln　the　Research　Methods　section　we　touched　upon　how　the　analysis　was　undertaken
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by　considering　a　key　theme　from　the　e－waste　literature　namely，　the　hazardous　working
environments．　Since　the　advent　of　the　UK　WEEE　Regulation，　organizations　operating　in
computer　recycling　have　had　to　revisit　their　current　practices　in　order　to　ensure　the　spaces
in　which　the　computers　are　handled　meet　pre－existing　waste　management　required　standards
as　outlined　in　the　2006　Waste．　In　accordance　to　the　legislation　equipment　for　recycling　has　to
be　stored　on　sites　that　have　impermeable　surfaces　to　catch　any　spillage　and　have　waterproof
containers（detailed　in　Annex　III　of　the　EU　WEEE　legislation　p．37／3）．　In　addition　organisations
offering　recycling　serVices　must　have　the　following　scales　to　measure　the　weight　of　the　waste；
storage　and　disassembly　spaces；closed　units　to　house　hazardous　waste；containers，　cables，
plastics　and　metals　and　racking　to　store　computers　awaiting　the　next　phase　of　recovery（ibid）．
The　pictures　below（see　figure　l　and　2）are　illustrations　of　the　working　environments　and
storage　areas　that　meet　the　reqUirements　of　the　legislation．
?
Figure　l　Pictures　from　left：spaces　for　storage：computers　awaiting　testing　and　stripped
computer　parts－casing　and　plastics．
　　　　　　　Abrief　outline　has　been　provided　of　the　legal　requirements　for　recycling　computers
now　in　the　following　section　the　analysis　of　the　data　provides　us　with　insight　into　the　reality
of　the　working　environment．　From　the　preceding，　summation　of　the　hazardous　working
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environments　it　appears　that　there　is　an　assumption　that　if　there　is　an　insu缶cient　recycling
infrastructure　set　up　there　are　occupational　and　environmental　risks（Argarwal　and
Wandkhade，　2006；Puckett，2006；Wang　et　aL，2012）．　There　was　evidence　to　support　that　such
risks　were　prevalent　even　within　industries　that　meet　the　legislative　reqUirements．
Figure　2：Pictures　from　the　left：Stripping　bench　and　storage　containers，　printed　circuit
board　containers．
　　　　　　　The　WEEE　Directive　promotes　that　recycling　of　the　EEE　waste　should　be　done　in
a　manner　that“ensures　human　health　and　high　environmental　protection”（2003，　p．25）．　There
was　evidence　to　show　that　all　organizations　held　the　necessary　waste　permits　requiring
them　to　have　the　compulsory　storage　facilities　and　adhere　to　specinc　treatment　practices（as
outlined　above？figure　l　and　figure　2）．
　　　　　　　The　EU　WEEE　directs　member　states　to　other　legislation　that　provides　further
guidance　on　how　to　dispose　of　hazards　contained　within　computers　e．g．　Health　and　Safety，
Restriction　of　Hazard　Substances　and　the　Battery　Directive　amongst　others（WEEE
Directive　2∞3，　p．25）．　The　pohcy　reqUires　that　all　electric　waste　be　recovered　to　the　relevant
standards　and　gives　a　glimpse　of　the　complex　interplay　of　UK　law．　The　results　showed　that
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all　three　organisations　were　adhering　to　the　required　practices．　The　challenge　was　trying　to
ensure　the　actions　were　carried　out．
“The　guy　that　was　performing　the［phosphorus　removal】operation　had　a
mask　and　gloves　on．　He　was　the　only　person　in　the　warehouse　who　was
actually　wearing［a］protective　mask．　I　remarked　upon　that　to［The　Waste　IT
Operations　Managerl　and　he　told　Ine　that　they　were　al1　provided　with　them　but
they　could　not　force　them　to　wear　them”（Research　Journal　Metals　Ltd，2008，
1：72）．
　　　　　　　Even　for　organizations　that　comply　with　the　legislative　requirements　their　working
methods　unless　declared　hazardous，　have　the　potential　to　expose　the　worker　to　hazardous
substances　and，　moreover，　could　release　phosphonユs　particles　into　the　natural　environment．
This　is　undesirable　as　one　of　the　environmental　risks　associated　with　phosphorus　is　the
damage　it　causes　to　aquatic　life．　Once　phosphorus　is　in　water　the　chemical　contributes　to　the
growth　of　algae　that　uses　the　oxygen　with　the　potential　to　kin丘sh．　So　the　assumption　that
having　the　necessary　infrastructures　in　place　will　reduce　occupational　and　environmental　risk
（Bandyopadhay，2008；Nnorom　and　Osibanjo，2008）should　be　treated　with　caution．　Computers
are　still　a　relatively　new　form　of　waste　alld　despite　the　UK　organizations，　offering　computer
recyclirig　services，　being　in　operation　prior　to　the　legislation　some　of　the　risks　workiエ1g　with
the　waste　stream　are　sti11　comparatively，　un㎞own．
　　　　　　　Some　of　the　waste　hand㎞g　and　extraction　techniques　were　not　without　risk　and
could　not　extract　all　pollutants　from　the　material　products．　An　example　of　this　is　lead．
The．　glass　extracted　from　the　CRT　monitor　has　traces　of　lead　and　although　the　recycling
processes　include　vitrifying　the　glass，　the　end　product　still　contains　lead．　This　is　used　in
tarmac　for　roads，　aggregate　blocks，　golf　courses，　anti－slip　coatings，　tiles　and　recycled　plastics．
The　UK　WEEE　Compliance　Managers　comment　reinforces　this　point：
“UK　WEEE　Compliance　Manager：Yes　it　does，　you　have　got　to　be　careful　once
you，　but　then　again　it　is　vitrified：it’s　in　glass　which　has　minimal　leachate　profile．
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Researcher：That　is　what　they　said；Iwas　so　surprised　that　you　could　use　it　for
golf　courses，　how　naive　was　that？
UK　WEEE　Compliance　Manager：Oh　God　yeah，　it　is　ok　they　are　only　golfers
…More　lead，　don’t　even　bother　cleaning　it，　they　are　just　golfers　for　God’s　sake．
But　they　use　it　for　other　things…anti－slip　coatings　and　there’s　that　plastic
recycling　plastic　decking　to　give　it　an　anti　grip　feel　to　it　as　well　with　glass．
There　are　lots　of　uses　for　it；it　woUldn’t　go　back　into　anything，　you㎞ow”（UK
WEEE　Compliance　Manager　Planetwaste　Ltd，2008，8：71）．
　　　　　　　Lead　poisoning　could　result　in　human（Wang　et　aL，2012）and　mammals　experiencing
problems　with　their　central　nervous　systems　and　blood　disorders．　Although　there　are　best
practices　available　within　the　computer　recovery　field　there　are　still　levels　of　uncertainty
（e．g．Metals　Ltd，　Planetwaste　Ltd　and　Moneyback　Services　Ltd　all　adopted　practices　to
minimise　the　leaching　of　lead）．　But　current　practices　do　not　minimise　all　the　dangers　of
working　with　the　chemicals　because　we　do　not　know　enough　about　the　long－term　impact
on　human　health　or　the　environment．　Despite　organizations　and　individuals　adhering　to　the
regula廿on　and　hold血g　the　required　levels　of　certi且cation　these　still　do　not　cover　the　potential
dangers　involved　with　workmg　with　discarded　computers．
Reflecting　on　the　e－waste　theme－‘hazardous　working　environments’
　　　　　　　Within　the　iiterature　there　is　an　argument　that　says　that　the　further　e－waste　travels
the　greater　the　risk　to　those　who　handle　it　because　of　the　lack　of　an　adequate　recovery
infrastructure．　The　present　practices　adopted　pollute　both　themselves　and　the　natural
environment（lles，2004；Agrawal　and　Wandkhade，2006；11es，2004；Pellow，2007；Pucketし2006）。
Inves廿gating　the　UK　computer　recycling　organisations　workmg　environments　indicated　that
although　there　was　evidence　to　support　that　the　risks　associated　with　disregarded　computers
were　minimised　they　were　not　eradicated．　The　participant　organizatiolls　were　complying；
indeed，　exceeding　the　standards　set　by　the　legislation，　there　was　still　a　level　of　risk　to廿le
employees　and　the　natural　environment．　Even　where　organizations　have　the　necessary
infrastructure　in　place　there　are　still　many　hazards　because　of　the　complexity　of　computer
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design　and　the　unknown　chemical　effects．
　　　　　　　There　is　an　assumption　that　the　working　environment　associated　with　waste　is
unclean　and　hazardous（ibid），　in　contrast　to　production　workers　who　are　located　in　a　safe
‘clean　roo卑’environment．　The　difference　is　because　production　technology　creates　the
componellt　parts　rather　than　an　individual　worker，　Although　our　investigations　showed　that
in　the　waste　environments　work　was　undertaken血warehouses　or　workshops　and　that　these
environments　were　clean（seeゆes　1㎜d　2）alarge　propor廿on　of止e　disassembly　work　is
carried　out　manually；a　signi丘cant　difference　between　indiViduals　workmg　on　produc廿on　1ines
compared　to　those　who　worked　in　disassembly．
How　does　the　adoption　of　the　WEEE　regulation，　by　the　organisations　in　the　UK
CRAWM　sector，　contribute　to　safe　disassembly　practiOes？
　　　　　　　The　field　research　provided　evidence　to　support　that　the　legislation　has　raised
awareness　to　the　complexity　of　computer　design，　associated　disposal　practices　and　has
contributed　to　reinforcing　long－standing　associated　disposal　practices．　The　UK　WEEE
Regulation　reinforces　the　need　for　practices　that　take　irlto　account　occupational　health
and　minimise　risks　to　the　natural　environment　and　there　is　an　assumption　that　working
within　computer　recovery（reuse／recycling），　if　correctly　handled，　is　low　risk．　But　there　was
evidence　to　show　that　these　practices　are㎞adequate，　The　field　research　revealed　that　there
were　sti11　many　risks　associated　with　working　with　disposed　computers　that　are　unknown
and　are　emerging（e．g．　phosphorus　exposure，　lead　trace　in　glass　granulation－see　section
local　enactments　of　waste　practices）．　The　legislation　would　appear　not　to　give　any　incentive
to　encourage　a　change　in　practice　that　takes　into　account　the　localised　risks　because　it
reinforces　current　standards－illustratilg　the血terplay　between　one　legislation　and　a　host
of　others（e．g．　RoHS，　Waste　Directive）．　With　the　organizations　complying　and　exceeding
standards　one　could　argue　that　there　is　no　incentive　to　change．
　　　　　　　In　summary，　although　the　legislation　provides　some　legitimacy　for　the　current
practices　adopted（some　organisations　exceed　the　current　standard）．　This　paper　provides
insight　into　the　actual　working　environments　and　showed　that　the　practices　of　handling
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computers　do　represent　natural　environment　risk．　The　preceding　discussion　iHustrated　how
government　intervention　may　reduce　risks　but出e　reality　of　the　application　of‘best　pracUce’
still　presentS　hidden　dangers　to止e　natUral　environment．
　　　　　　　The　outcome　calmot　be　generalised　across　UK　organisations　offer三ng　computer－
recyc血g　services．　This　research　and　analysis　is　an　account　of　a　specific　piece　of　research
within　the　field。　The　limitations　of　foHowing　the　trajectory　of　the　computer　as　one　means
of　understanding　occupational　practices　are　acknowledged．　There　is　a　dilference　between
observing　what　an　object　is　and　how　others　observe　it．　To　enrich　our　understanding
and　encourage　participation　a　future　study　could　adopt　tools　in　the　field　that　enable　the
participants　to　fUrther　verify　their　understanding　for　exalnple，　photography　or　their　research
diaries．
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